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Can They Handle The Press-ure?!
Today has been the long anticipated press conference. Many of the candidates have
been challenged by the questions put to them. Please read on for exclusive details!

By Sonny. Isobel & Charlie

INSIDE:
All the latest from the press conferences
Exclusive Q & A’s with Roz and Dudley
An analysis of Trump’s latest visit.
Profile of Greta Thunberg
Plus all the latest polls
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and all the latest……...

Press Conference 2019
All the latest news from today’s press conferences with the parties

Q1: where are you going to get all of the
money to pay for the things you have
promised?
“Sponsored activities around Hackney.”Lena
“Most of our pledges don’t cost money if
so we will fundraise.”-Leo

Q3: what would you do if one of your
plans didn't work?
“If one doesn't work we always have the
other two plans.”-Leo
“We still have plan A &B and we can always try try again (resilience)”-Biba

“Sponsored cycle rides.”-Rosa
“Sponsored walk and football match.”Biba

Q4: who would you collaborate with?

“Create a school fundraising charity.”-Indy

“I would collaborate with Leo.”-Indy

Q2: will any of your plans affect the time
pupils spend in their lessons?

“I would collaborate with Rosa.”-Biba

“Our trips planned are educational which
means they wont be taking
up learning because they are already
educational.”-Rosa

“I would collaborate with Indy.”-Leo

“I would collaborate with Rosa.”-Lena
“I’m fine on my own thanks.”-Rosa
By Honey and Lola

Analysis of Manifestos
Full copies of manifestos are now available on website!

ECO Stars
The party’s manifesto was promising but it could be improved. Even though Eco Stars have
great ideas to improve the environment , we feel they need to explain their pledges more
articulately. They have good propositions to work with the Councils and team up with Extinction Rebellion to make the world a safer place.
The Terrific Triangles
The Terrific Triangles global policy is more focused on our school although this is the case
they have explained their points well and given the information needed. This party wide
variety of foci for their promises, for example: Mental health, Knife crime and Climate
change.
Promising Passionate Pentagons
In the pentagons manifesto they use strong ideas, but short point that don’t extend the explanation. This does not make their concepts any less passionate. They have decided one of
their pledges will be focused on autistic children but we believe that the kids in our school
already have enough respect for autism.
MCF
Rather than writing In short points the MCF have fully explained their propositions.
We don’t understand the purpose of Eco-Bricks, however the idea of recycling
unrecyclable plastic is inspiring. The MCF have a range of ideas but seem based around
world pollution.
Circle Of Hope
This candidate addresses the matter very clearly and has good points, while explaining her
party will to carry out her pledges. Although her ideas may seem unique they relate very
closely to her rivals. Instead of having wide variety of ideas she relates them even if the
points may be different. By Sonny Dhaliwal and Annie Oxley.

Spilling the Beans!
Exclusive interviews with Roz Wilson and Dudley White

Q1 Which party do you think is the least
likely to win?

Q1 What concerns do you have regarding
this year’s campaigns?

The purple party because I haven’t seen
their manifesto on any of their posters.

Frankly, they’re all talking about the environment but they’re all wasting paper by
putting up posters

Q2 If you were in a party, which party
would you like to be in?
The triangle party because I really like what
they’re doing.

Q2 Out of 10 how would you rate this
year’s candidates?

Q3 If you were a party leader what would
be your biggest focus?

7.5

Plastic bottles because they’re everywhere:

Q3 If you were in a party, which party
would you like to be in?

In the sea, in the streets.
Q4 who would you like to win?
Once again the triangle party.
Q5 Out of 10 how would you rate this
year’s candidates?
8

I wouldn’t like to say—they all have
strengths.

By Sonny and Dhaliwal

Trump Visits the UK!
How did the controversial president’s trip go down with everyone?

On Monday 3rd of June 2019 Donald Trump came to the UK for a three day state
visit. A state visit Is a formal trip to the UK by a head of state and is normally at the
invitation of the Queen, who acts on advice from the government.
Some of the reasons why Donald Trump visited the UK were :
For the D-Day ceremony
To visit Queen Elizabeth and to see what is going on with BREXIT.
Due to his volatile nature and inability to be an upstanding role model. Many people across the UK and the world protested about his visit. Here are some of the
opinions of those who love and hate him:

But the real question is...
IS HE GOOD FOR DEMOCRACY?
By Irem & Nina

Spotlight: Greta Thunberg
Just who is this hugely popular young climate activist?

Who?
Greta (born 3rd January 2003) is a 16year-old activist from Sweden who has started
an international youth movement against climate change. She also has a form of autism which she says helps her to “Think outside the box.”

What?
Three main things she does are strikes, protests and speeches in which she educates
people about what is truly happening to our world.

How?
She continued to attract people’s attention by voicing the problem at the U.N climate
talks in Poland last December. She has also led to many school children around the
world striking which is hopefully gaining the government’s support in trying to save
this world! She is working hard to save this world and is one of the more likeable political figures compared to Donald Trump or Vladimir Putin.

At Millfields how can we help the world?
* Print less paper worksheets and mainly use scrap paper if possible
* Ask for smaller portions at lunch so there is less waste
* Bring more plants into classrooms
* Use less plastic products in everyday life
Let’s help our world like Greta Thunberg whilst we still can!
By Molly

The Latest Polls KS1
With the campaigns in full swing, here are the key numbers!

The Latest Polls LKS2
With the campaigns in full swing, here are the key numbers!

The Latest Polls UKS2
With the campaigns in full swing, here are the key numbers!

One Party used 50 sheets
of non scrap paper!!!

“One candidate has been
caught trying to peek into the
press room.”

We believe that one party
has been drawing on the
other side of posters done
by their competitors!

“Our own year 6 leader has declared her support for a certain
pparty.”

“One environmentally
based party claimed
that they were using
scrap paper, but in all
honesty has not…”

“Apparently a candidate has
made one of their friends
write their own speech for
the Raleigh.”

Got any hot gossip on the election?
Contact the Press Team - anonymity guaranteed!!
Remember our office is the Yr6 pod. CANDIDATES NOT WELCOME!!!!

